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Stock#: 97995
Map Maker: Clason

Date: 1924 circa
Place: Denver / Chicago
Color: Color
Condition: VG
Size: 27.5 x 31.5 inches

Price: $ 175.00

Description:

Published just after 1920 by the Clason Map Company in Denver, this comprehensive road map of
California captures the state's intricate transportation landscape during the mid-1920s—a period marked
by a significant surge in automobile usage and infrastructural development.

The map not only highlights main roads such as the Roosevelt National Trail, El Camino Real, and Pike’s
Peak Ocean to Ocean Highway, but also catalogues various types of road surfaces, ranging from macadam
and gravel to dirt and tar. Particularly arresting is the wooden 'planked road' traversing the desert
expanses of Imperial County.

Additionally, the map is adorned with a wealth of other information. Inset maps of San Francisco and Los
Angeles provide a focused examination of these burgeoning urban centers. County lines, county seats,
railroads, trunk line railroads, Indian reservations, and National forests are all scrupulously delineated.
Even steamship lines are featured, echoing California's multifaceted transportation history. Desert springs
are specially highlighted in red, presumably to serve as vital reference points for early automobile
travelers venturing across arid terrains.
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The accompanying guidebook adds further nuance to the map. Detailed street plans of California’s urban
centers are rendered alongside an extensive index of cities and towns. Together, the map and guidebook
form a multifaceted representation of California's complex geography and advancing infrastructure.

 

Detailed Condition:
Folding map in original printed covers. Some staining, as shown.


